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ONE OF the toughest challenges in

bringing innovative products to market is

bridging the gap between ‘proof of

principle’ and volume manufacture. And

it’s a massive hurdle for early-stage

businesses who are often integrating new

materials, functions and technologies for

the first time.

Part or fully-automated production systems

can deliver perfect products at the lowest

possible price but machine development

needs careful managing. Here are top ten

tips to get you started:

� Is there an existing solution?

Customised, automated lines are always

more expensive and take longer to

develop.

� Figure out your cost justification.

Establish pay back periods to get a

good idea of what you can afford to

spend.

� Involve an automation supplier as early

as possible. Too many companies wait

until product prototyping before

considering manufacture. Involve your

supplier for free advice, to identify

potential failure modes and avoid costly

design mistakes. 

� Tell potential suppliers everything you

know.  If necessary sign NDAs but don’t

keep prospective suppliers in the dark;

they’ll just quote for (or even worse

supply) something that fails to address

the real issues.

� Produce a specification. Many projects

are ‘less than perfect’ through lack of a

well thought out specification. Writing a

spec is an iterative process but a good

supplier can help. 

� Be realistic about timescales and

deadlines. Take into account

acceptance, installation and training. No

machine earns its keep from day one.

� Keep development teams small and

focused, by ensuring they involve

senior-level decision makers and

represent your whole business. 

� Save costs by paying for advice. If there

are uncertainties in your product or

process then establish certainty through

feasibility studies. The more you de-risk,

the more likely your system will be

delivered on time and to budget.

� Hire for track record and experience by

bringing in an automated manufacturing

company, not a consultant. Make sure

they can build what they suggest.

� Keep looking for trouble because

problems can arise at any time. And

ensure the development team is fully

committed to de-risking at every stage.

Email info@innomech.co.uk for more

information.

Top tips for successful manufacturing development

Bringing in an experienced automation
company can help shorten time to
market

Pharmaceutical world leader opts to stay

on Teesside 

A TOP DRUG DEVELOPMENT AND

MANUFACTURING COMPANY AT THE

END OF ITS LEASE AT THE FORMER ICI

SITE IN BILLINGHAM HAS FOUND

SUITABLE ALTERNATIVE LAB SPACE AT

THE WILTON CENTRE

STAFF WORKING for the biocatalysis

division of Piramal Healthcare had feared

they might have to move out of Teesside

after more than 20 years, but now they are

happily settling into the fully-serviced

laboratory complex located between

Middlesbrough and Redcar.

Robert Holt, Director of Biocatalysis, said

the alternative had been to take a free-

standing unit on a science park which

would have been nowhere near as

attractive as The Wilton Centre. “The

Wilton Centre provides a professional

looking environment in keeping with our

industry’s needs,” he added. 

“Having access to services such as

waste-handling, safety infrastructure, library

facilities, meeting rooms, restaurant and

conferencing facilities is all highly

advantageous.

“Being close to CPI’s National Industrial

Biotechnology Facility (NIBF) which is also

based at The Wilton Centre – is a nice

bonus as there is likely to be considerable

synergy between what we both do.”

Piramal Healthcare is an integrated

pharmaceutical company involved in drug

discovery, drug development, manufacture

and marketing of pharmaceutical

products. 

Its biocatalysis division originated in ICI

Billingham as part of its pharmaceutical

activities but, as the company fragmented,

the division has evolved through Zeneca

and Avecia before being bought from

Avecia by Piramal Healthcare in 2005.

Wilton Centre Accommodation
Manager, Steve Duffield (left), and
Robert Holt, Director of Biocatalysis,
Piramal Healthcare




